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Women's real beauty found within
The importance of self-acceptance expressed at Love Your Body Day event

Alumna visits
Saint Mary's
School for Boys
bv Ashlev Hagin
News Editor

Last Tuesday, Saint Mary's
College welcomed back Cia
Mattress, a recent graduate of
the Kalmanovitz School of Education, and her husband, Ben
Mattress, to discuss their recent
trip to Saint Mary's Secondary
School for Boys in Nyeri, Kenya.
The Mattresses traveled to
N yeri in January after they had
learned about the Saint Mary's
School for Boys. Ben, a filmmaker, documented the trip.
Ben and Cia explained that
the School, founded in 1960, is
completely self-sufficient. Students are held responsible for
taking care of the farm that is
on the campus, and they receive
no outside help. "They really are
truly self sufficient," said Ben.
Saint Mary's School for Boys
is not only a secondary school it also includes a "rescue center"
for street children. In 1999, the
Christian Brothers who run the
school noticed that the schoolboys were snea 1ng 1n oys rorn
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llJ llicllelle SiSl1
Contributing Writer

On October 22, Saint Mary's
College welcomed Elizabeth
Scott, co-founder of the organization The Body Positive, to
speak to students in honor of the
national "Love Your Body Day."
The "Love Your Body Day"
event has never been held at Saint
Mary's, though the College has
a Body Positive workshop in the
Women's Resource Center that

meets for an hour and a half every
week. There were approximately
15 students at the event, and a
vast majority of these were members of the Body Positive group.
Scott has been the co-founder
of The Body Positive for 14 years,
and she explained that the idea
behind the organization is to
create a sense of community and
help individuals feel good about
themselves. She explains, "I train
middle school, high school, and
college aged women to initiate

powerful, peer-led groups and activism projects aimed at building
'body positive' campuses where
a confident body image, healthy
eating, and excellent self-care are
the norm."
Throughout her speech, she
discussed the four Body Positive
competencies: exploration, intuitive eating, body acceptance,
and building community. When
addressing the topic of eating
disorders, she frequently asked,
"Is that a sustainable strategy?"

to which she answered no because eating disorders can lead
to death.
Scott ended her speech by having audience members bow their
heads while she spoke words of
encouragement and confidence.
She believes confidence is the key
to being beautiful and attractive;
beauty is not on the surface. "Attraction isn't about a face, it's a
feeling," she said. "I am who I
am, and the people who love me
find me attractive."

Afghanistan aided by local organization
bV Jeannine Abusharllh
Assitant News Editor

Many Americans may be unaware of the situation in Afghanistan: the conflicts in Afghanistan were created by the United
States during the Cold War when
Americans gave weapons to the
Mujahidin and Taliban and left
the country with powerful, armed
warlords. In 2001, Americans
invaded Afghanistan in search
of Osama Bin Laden. While
Americans know that U.S. troops
are fighting a war, some may not
understand the logic behind the
fighting.
Last Thursday evening, Saint
Mary's welcomed guest speaker

Budd MacKenzie to speak about
his efforts to improve Afghanistan.
MacKenzie is a Lafayette resident
and founder of Trust In Education (TIE), a grassroots non-profit
organization. His quest to provide
education, health, and economic
development began seven years
ago after reading Three Cups of Tea:
One Man's Mission to Fight Terrorism
and Build Nations . . . One School
at a Time by Greg Mortenson,
a story about a man's quest to
bring education to the people of
Afghanistan. The philosophy and
goals presented in Mortenson's
book inspired MacKenzie to get
involved in Afghanistan not only
by donating money but by starting

an organization that gives direct
aid to people.
When he first started traveling
to Afghanistan, he was asked,
"What are you doing over there?"
and "Why aren't you supporting causes here?" MacKenzie
responded, "There is no shortage of a worthy cause," and explained that supporting citizens
of Afghanistan helped him think
beyond the borders of America.
MacKenzie pointed out that "We
must help with reconstruction [of
Afghanistan] and when I say we, I
mean you and I because Washington is not going to do anything."
One of the ways TIE is helping the
Afghanis is by funding three irriga-
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the street to feed them, explaining, "We want them to at least
have breakfast." The Brothers
decided they wanted to start a
program for the street boys, so
that they could have a chance at
a better future.
Their trip to Kenya was one
that the Mattresses say they will
remember for life. "Everyone
would rather squeeze in a little
tighter ... to help get people off
the streets ... To [the boys], they

see KENYA, p3

Assault
case needs
witnesses
bv Ashlev Carroll

tion projects and planting 22,000
fruit trees so that farmers can wean
away from planting opium. TIE
has also put in play-sets and soccer
fields for the Afghani schools in
the town of Qallah Loqman; this
has made school more enjoyable
for students and has increased
enrollment. Additionally, TIE
built boys' school and girls' school
in the villages of Afghanistan.
These schools are considered to
be much safer options than schools
in Kabul because it only takes 15
minutes to get to school in the villages compared to the three hours
it once took to get to school in

Public Safety and the Moraga
Police Department are still working to find witnesses to gather additional evidence about the sexual
assault that occurred during the
Oasis dance last month.
Public Safety Chief William
Foley explains, "In the eight years
here, this is the first time something of this nature has happened
at a dance."
Judging by the witness's statements, Public Safety believes that
the suspect is not a Saint Mary's
student. Foley commented, "In
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Surveys allow students to create change
bv Anthonv Gotti
Assistant Opinion Editor
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Last Wednesday, the Campus
Committee for Inclusive Excellence (CCIE) hosted a presentation
in the Soda Center regarding the
data collected from surveys for
2006, 2008, and 2010. Faculty,
staff and students participated
in surveys that asked questions
ranging from how fair faculty are
to all students regardless of ethnic
background, to how female faculty
feel they are being treated by male
peers.
The event began with an address
from the student body president,
Freddie Silveria, who spoke about
the importance of Saint Mary's being a community that celebrates its

continued from page 1
these cases it is usually someone
they know which makes this
case more unusual. In past cases
like this, it is typically a person
the victim is acquaintances with,
friends with, or has some sort of
relationship with."
Foley explained that Public
Safety has contacted other police
agencies in an effort to determine
if any correlation exists among
other reported sexual assault cases.
Although Saint Mary's has not had
a reported incident of this nature
at a school dance, sexual assault
incidents have occurred among the
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assault cases that occur, less than
25 percent of the incidents are reported. He said, "The victim often
time doesn't believe a crime occurred when it did. Or they think,
'I have some responsibility in this,
so I don't want to get someone else
in trouble."'
To help keep students and visitors safe, Public Safety provides
a 24-hour on-campus escort service. There are also additional
on-campus resources, such as the
Women's Resource Center, to help
those that have become a victim of
sexual assault.

The Collegian
could be delivered to your inbox?
Sign up for our free email edition at
smccollegian.com/ register!

JAMES BROCK
KATIE PORTER
Opinion Editors

Assistant Opinion Editors

student body.
Public Safety has issued annual
reports that indicated there have
been 12 forcible sexual assaults,
and one non-forcible sexual assault
reported between 2007 and 2009.
All incidents occurred within campus residence halls. The reports
define forcible sexual assault as
acts falling in four categories:
rape, sodomy, sexual assault with
an object, and forcible fondling.
Non-forcible acts include incest
and statutory rape.
According to Foley, national
statistics show that of the sexual

Wish

JEANNINE ABUSHARKH
Assistant News Editor

ANTHONY GOTTI

drawing for participants to win an
Apple iPad.
These surveys allow students to
communicate with the people who
decide on what becomes College
policy. To create change, however,
more students need to participate
in the surveys so that the College
administration can have a better
idea of what students want.
The last slide of the presentation contained a quote from Br.
Charles Hilken that put the point
of the surveys within the context
of a Catholic institution: "Social
justice is a gospel virtue."
The powerpoint slides from
this presentation and past presentations can be found at http:/ I
www.stmarys-ca.edu/about-smc/
institutional-research/ surveys/
campus-climate-surveys.html

ASSAULT: 13 assaults reported between 2007, 2009

ASHLEY HAGIN
News Editor

THOMAS MORGAN

diverse student and faculty population. The governing bodies at Saint
Mary's use the data to create new
policies to better accommodate
students, staff and faculty.
The presentation stressed the
point that this survey was sent
out after the Our Struggle demonstrations in the spring of 2010.
The surveys were meant to take
advantage of the increased attention to social justice issues within
_the campus. However, out of the
2,379 undergrad students for the
2009-2010 school year only 485
students participated in the survey.
As a result of the relatively small
participation, the Saint Mary's
administration will seek new
incentives in order to get more
students involved in future surveys.
The most recent survey featured a

-

SCHOOL: Trust in Education founder visits campus
continued from
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the city. The school that TIE built
holds spelling bees and offers a
community library.
Bay Area resident Zohra Aziz
initiated one building project in
Afghanistan; she wanted TIE to
help her build a school in her
former village. "The school was
built by the villagers" MacKenzie said, "so you know that
they wanted the school [for their
children]."
MacKenzie has worked very
closely with the destitute villagers in Afghanistan and says
that, "poverty has become my
expertise." In Kabul, many street
children wander the streets begging, selling things, or washing
car windows. MacKenzie said,
"these children are often times
the breadwinners, making up to
$60 a month for their families."
TIE works in partnership with Aschiana, a nonprofit organization
that takes children off the streets
and puts them into schools. Each
month these children receive $40
for their families. The children in

this program ......,..=,,,,,,.........,.,""""'"
are "cleaner,
happier, and
dressed better," MacKenzie said.
By providing
education to ·1
these children,
the tragic cycle
of illiteracy in
Afghanis tan
is broken.
MacKenzie
added that, by
"giving them
resources we
are giving
them rights."
The work that
TIE has done
is "proof that
progress is
possible" in
Afghanistan.
MacKenzie ended his presentation with these words: "Allocate
some time to giving, because it
is the most rewarding," and fre-

Max Crowell/ COLLEGIAN

quently, "the giver gets more than
the receiver." For more information on getting involved visit www.
trustineducation.org.

Where's Crime Beat?
Don't worry, Crime Beat will return next week.
For this week's Crime Beat, go to www.smccollegian.com.

1- Editorial
jAMES BROCK
~~~~~~~~-

Williams' 'truthful'
statement examined
On October 20, 2010, Juan Williams, a radio-talk show host for
National Public Radio (NPR), was
fired for "telling the truth." Just
what was the truth that he told? As
he stated in an article written for Fox
News.com: "The truth is that I worry
when I am getting on a plane and see
people dressed in garb that identifies
them first and foremost as Muslims."
Taken at face value, it would appear that NPR was justified in their
decision to fire Williams- especially
considering that Williams made an
apparently bigoted statement while
on The O'Reilly Factor, a nationally
syndicated political analysis program
of Fox Television.
However, this is not so - according to Williams. "This is not a
bigoted statement. It is a statement
of my feelings, my fears after the terrorist attacks of 9I11 by radical Muslims. In a debate with Bill O'Reilly I
revealed my fears to set up the case
fornot making rash judgments about
people of any faith."
Nevertheless, two days after Williams made the perceived bigoted
statement, Ellen Weiss, who was
Williams' boss at NPR, contacted
Williams and informed him that
his statements "crossed the line;"
essentially, Weiss told Williams he
was going to be let go because of his
comments.
In response to Weiss' statement,
Williams admitted he made an "honest" mistake; he was then informed
that he "had violated NPR's values
for editorial commentary," and Weiss
would be "terminating [Williams']
contract as a news analyst - a position he held at NPR for ten years.
No matter what side of this controversy - whether one agrees or
disagrees with Williams' termination
- a person stands on, the issue has
sparked an interesting question: is
our overly politically correct society
slowly beginning to infringe upon
our First Amendment right to free
speech?
While it is easy to interpret Williams' statement as inherently bigoted, the fact of the matter is that many
left-wing ideological extremists have
lampooned him for just speaking his
mind - for telling the truth about
how he feels. As Williams has said,
"[M]y comments are being distorted
by the self-righteous ideological, leftwing leadership at NPR."
Although it would be reprehensible to support Williams' statements
if they were intended to be racist or
bigoted, it would be a shame to throw
Williams under the bus just because
he was expressing himself honestly.
Instead of trying to twist and tum
Williams' words out of context, we
should instead ask ourselves the following question: Should we sacrifice
speaking honestly about the way we
feel about a given issue, or should we
not do so in order to be politically
correct?

Tuesday, October

Reading
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New Orleans author reads work, shows film
Wagner describes aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in memoir
by Thomas Vo
Staff Writer

bv Anthonv Goni
Assistant Opinion Editor

Brother Kenneth Cardwell, a tutor in the Integral Program, gave a
lecture last Tuesday evening titled,
"Moses and the Plague of Frogs."
The lecture used the story of Moses'
plagues as a starting point to discuss
what Brother Kenneth calls "reading
between the lines."
Brother Kenneth directed the
audience's attention to a passage in
Exodus 8:5, where God commands
Moses to '"Say unto Aaron, 'stretch
forth thy hand with thy rod over the
streams... and cause frogs to come
upon the land of Egypt."' The next
verse says, "and Aaron stretched out
his hand over the waters of Egypt and
the frogs came up." Brother Kenneth
pointed out that Moses never tells
Aaron what God wants him to do,
Aaron just does it. One is supposed
to read between the lines and use
common sense to reason that Moses
must have told Aaron what to do,
though the Bible doesn't say that this
happened.
For a slightly more difficult example of reading between the lines,
Brother Kenneth cited the verses
where Moses tells the Pharaoh of
Egypt that the plague of frogs will
leave the land and return to the waters of the Nile. As the story goes,
Moses leaves Pharaoh and prays to
God. Exodus 8: 13 picks up right after
Moses prays to God, "and the Lord
did according to the word of Moses
and the frogs died out of the house. .. "
Verse fourteen follows, saying, "they
gathered them together in heaps and
the land stank." Brother Kenneth
pointed out the disconnect between
what Moses said to Pharaoh and
what God eventually does with the
frogs. Moses said that the frogs would
leave the houses and return to the rivers; instead, they die and are heaped
upon the land and begin to stink.
There are several ways that readers
can interpret this inconsistency. One
way is to say that Moses prayed to
God to return the frogs to the waters
but that God instead chose to spite
Pharaoh and have the frogs die on
land. Brother Kenneth's preferred
interpretation is that Moses prayed
to Pharaoh to return the frogs to the
waters but that, "God detected an
interior desire in Moses' heart, and
said 'yes, they can die in their place."'
The idea here is that God looks into
hearts and sees what people truly
want as opposed to what they simply
ask for. Moses' prayer to God is not
found in the Bible, thus readers are
left to interpret for themselves what
is actually going on.
According to Brother Kenneth,
reading between the lines can be as
simple as noticing a logical progression, such as God talking to Moses
and then reasoning that Moses
must have spoken to Aaron before
Aaron summoned the frogs. Or the
interpretation could be a little more
difficult and abstract, where one
may have several different logical
explanations for parts of texts that
seem inaccurate.
To conclude his lecture, Brother
Kenneth said, "Some stories are
told so that the reader has to notice
that something he wasn't told can be
figured out from what he was told."

26, 2010

Cheryl Wagner, author of
Plenty Enough Suck to Go Around,
read selections from her memoir
on October 20 in the Soda Center.
Plenty Enough Suck to Go Around
was this year's freshmen summer reading, tying in with the
2010-2011 theme of "Imagine ...
Nation." The memoir has been
hailed as "Unflinching, humorous and heartfelt" and "Dark,
funny, generous and jarring."
Wagner is a contributor to public
radio's "This American Life" and
her work has been published in
the New York Times Magazine,
Harper's Magazine, McSweeney's, the Mississippi Review, and
Five Dials.
Plenty Enough Suck to Go Around
chronicles Wagner's attempt to
rebuild her life in New Orleans
during the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina. Wagner describes the toll
the rebuilding process put on both
the city and the citizens of New
Orleans.
Along with reading from her
memoir, Wagner also showed
an animation by her friend, the
late New Orleans filmmaker
Helen Hill. The animation dealt
with life and death, and how

people resolve
these conflicting states. The
themes of the
animation
seemed to resonate with the
memoir.
After the
reading and
film viewing
there was a
question and
answer session. Students
and professors
asked questions about
craft and about
Wagner's personal life. She
still lives in
New Orleans,
but prefers not
to comment
on her home
life, saying, "I
don't want my
life to be like
Jersey Shore."
She also talked
about how she
wrote much of the memoir in her
dining room as construction on
her home was taking place. One
question heeded the most insight
into Wagner's life: "How's your

Behind the Swoosh: Sweatshops and Social Justice
Tuesday, October 26
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Ryan Lamberton
x4975
Movie Night: Despicable Me
Tuesday, October 26
9:00 p.m. - 1I :00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704
Global Fair
Wednesday, October 27
11 :00 a.m- - 2:00 p.m.
Ferroggiaro Quad
Contact Susie Miller-Reid
x4352

Thomas Vo/ COLLEGIAN

swag?" a student asked. Wagner
replied: "During the Katrina
aftermath I applied my swagger.
Now that stuff is back to normal,
I'm back to my old nerdy self."

Jewelry Making Workshop
Wednesday, October 27
4:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Art 001
Contact Heidi Donner
x4379

Fall Festival Gets Students in the Spirit of the Season
Rainy weather forces Campus Activities Board to move event indoors
bV Jeannine Abusharlb
Assistant News Editor

On Friday evening, the Campus Activities Board hosted
the Fall Festival. Originally the
Festival was to be held outside
on the De La Salle lawn, but
due to the weather the event

was forced indoors and held in
Dryden Hall. Students bobbed
for apples, participated in sack
races, and played musical chairs.
The event also had pumpkin and
candy apple decorating. Public
Safety joined the fun by decorating candy apples with sprinkles
and nuts.

Students described the event as
nostalgic and enjoyable. Freshman Chris Garcia enjoyed the
music, saying, "Where there are
upbeat songs, I want to dance."
Rochelle Duenas, also a freshman, said, "It's a cute event and
it brings me back to when I was
a kid."

KENYA:Couple pledges to put student through school
continued from page 1
have everything in
the world - it was
really refreshing
to see that ," said
Ben. The Mattresses, who were
married this summer and asked for
!':=====~"..==~=~======~ donations to the

Secondary School as wedding
gifts, hope that more people will
sponsor children at the School.
Cia explained that , for $250 per
year, a child can complete one
year of primary school , have
a place to live and three meals
a day, and be provided with
books and uniforms. The couple
pledged to put one boy whom
they met in January, named
Daniel, through high school.
For more information regarding the Saint Mar y's School for
Boys, visit www.stmaryslasalle.
org.

Please join us for
storyboard meetings
on Mondays at 6pm
in Dante 120!
No experience necessary!

Oktoberfest
Thursday, October 28
1:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Ferroggiaro Quad
Contact Jessica Robinson
x4704
Rome Film
Thursday, October 28
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Barry Horwitz
x4439
Walang Hiya (No Shame!)
Thursday, October 28
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact the Intercultural Center
x8545
Halloween Dance
Friday, October 29
10:00 p.m. - I 1:59 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704

Planning an event?
Want it in The Colleglan?
"1

Courtes y of stmaryslasalle.org

Correction
Last week's article on the Redefining Family event contained two mistakes. First, Ruben Robinson and Ruben
Pionson are incorrect names; the correct name is Reuben Greenwald. The article should have said that Greenlwald was raised by a single mother.
The Collegian strives to correct any and all significant errors of fact.

-mail us with the details of your
event at:
collegia@stmarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279

Sorry, but due to space
limitations we cannot list
individual club meetings.
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DETOUR
Haunted houses, trick-or-treating, and corn mazes
... and other things worth doing when watching Saw for the ninth time gets old
11JS1sieforesman
Assistant Detour Editor

Looking for something to do
this Halloween? Here's a list to
give you some ideas for making
this year's Halloween
a fun one:
Go to a haunted
house, Get a group
of friends and hit one
of the local haunted
houses. Visit hauntedbay.com for a complete list of the best
places.
Rent a scary
movie. Pop some
popcorn and watch
a classic like The
Exorcist, Scream, or

killer, or Case 39, starring an
evil and misguided IO year-old.
But make sure not to answer
the phone ...
Go trick-or-treating and
carve pumpkins. Just for kids?

The Blair Witch Project.

Or catch one of the
horror movies in theaters right now, like Paranormal
Activity 2, another tale of evil
spirits in suburbia, My Soul to
Take, about a small town serial

Photo courtesy of frugallawstudent.com

Not even. Make some creative
costumes, carve some pumpkins
from Safeway, beg for candy
in Lamorinda, and enjoy the

resulting sugar coma.
Corn maze. There
are some well-known
mazes in and around
the bay area, such as
Arata Pumpkin Farm
in Half Moon Bay,
home to a two-acre
maze with seven-foot
walls, and G & M
Farms, which boasts
a six-acre, twelvefoot tall maze that
has been featured on
the David Letterman
Show.
Go to the city.
Need a break from
quiet Moraga? Catch
BART to the city and
join the crowds in costume. If you're into vampires,
there's a San Francisco Vampire
Tour through Nob Hill; learn
about local legends in a creepy
setting. Or take a one-mile
night walk down the supposedly
haunted Presidio.

Photo courtesy of yo2boy.wordpress.com

Go to a party. Nothing's
better than dancing and merrymaking in costume!
Winchester Mystery House.
Take an eerie flashlight tour at
this lavish haunted mansion in
San Jose.

Great America Halloween Haunt. Enjoy most of
the park's regular rides, plus
thirteen additional scary attractions, including haunted mazes,
scare zones, and live stage
shows, for $40 per person.

Taylor vs. Kanye: Round 3
Swift pleases with third record, Speak Now West back in a big way with G. 0. 0. 0. Fridays

Photo courtesy of jollypeople.com

bV Susie Foresman

bV Alben Carcia

Assistant Detour Editor

Staff Writer

America's 20-year-old sweetheart
Taylor Swift is back on the scene with
her third studio album Speak Now, and
she hasn't changed a bit. The album is
comprised of the things Taylor's fans
have come to know and love from her:
lyrics about being in love, falling out of
love, being wronged by a lover, and so on,
as well as her country-tinged pop music
sensibilities.
The lyrics are the main focus of the
album, and they are hit or miss: some
are touching and relatable, but others
are clunky and awkward. Her sincerity
shines through, especially since this is the
first album in which she wrote all of the
songs herself.
The song she wrote to John Mayer,
"Dear John," is incredibly honest (and
bitter); she sings about being the helpless
victim to his schemes: "You'll add my
name to your long list of traitors who
don't understand I And I'll look back in
regret, I ignored when they said, 'Run as
fast as you can."'
"Speak Now" is one of the more disappointing tracks; throughout the song,
the lyrics are incredibly awkward and the

meter is off-putting. She refers to "a white
veil occasion" and "a song that sounds
like a death march," giving the song an
overwrought feel.
The lack of variation in subject matter
is also a source of disappointment; she
does not cover many topics beyond love
and loss. Fans of her more country songs
might also be disappointed, as this is definitely her poppiest record yet.
One of the album's highlights is "Better
Than Revenge," an angry song along the
lines of "Picture To Burn" from her first
album. She rants about a girl who stole
her ex-boyfriend, warning him, "She's not
a saint and she's not what you think: she's
an actress I But she's better known for
the things that she does on the mattress."
Taylor is at her best when her lyrics are
honest and natural. Her over-thinking is
at times unbearable during Speak Now, but
overall, the album is a success, delivering
to her fans exactly what they have come
to expect from her.
Download: "Better Than Revenge"
Grade: B-

Kanye West has been building the anticipation for his new album in quite a unique
way. In a series of releases that began this
summer in late August and which will
continue until Christmas, Kanye West's
G.0.0.D. Fridays feature free, new songs
every weekend, available on his blog at
Kanyewest.com. Kanye's new album, entitled, My Beautifa.l Dark Twisted Fantasy, will
be released on November 22nd of this year.
Mr. West has been working on and releasing music at a furious pace, and has
confirmed that a few of the songs released
for free will be on the new album, including "Devil in a New Dress," and the song
"Monster," which features Jay-Z, Bon Iver,
and Nicki Minaj, and has been one of the
most acclaimed of the G.0.0.D. Friday releases. So far the G.0.0.D. Friday releases
have been very popular with fans, and West
has collaborated with a whole assortment
of artists, including the likes of Jay-Z, Common, Kid Cudi, Charlie Wilson, Swizz
Beats, John Legend, Keri Hilson, Mos Def,
Lupe Fiasco, and even Justin Beiber, many
of whom will be featured in the new album.
Recent moves made by Kanye have
sought to repair his damaged image from

the 2009 MTV Video Music Awards fiasco, where West interrupted Taylor Swift's
acceptance speech. At this year's VMA's
Kanye with Pusha-T, performed his new
song "Runaway" at the show's conclusion.
The performance served as a public apology
of sorts to Taylor Swift. The year following the incident in 2009 had been relatively
quiet for Kanye, a decided move out of the
spotlight to reflect on his actions and the
direction he wanted to take his career. After the year outside the spotlight, this summer Kanye began to return, even opening
a Twitter account to get in touch with fans,
which included a series of apologetic tweets
to Taylor Swift. Following this up with the
G.0.0.D. Friday releases has certainly reconciled Kanye West with many music fans,
while also giving them an added joy to the
weekend. Of all the songs so far, songs that
must be downloaded include, the "Power
Remix", "G.0.0.D. Friday," "So Appalled,"
"Christian Dior Denim Flow," and "Monster.
Download: "Monster"
Grade: A-
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They call it Stormy Monday, But Tuesday's Just as Bad
Scrambled notes on the impact of the blues ... And cries of anguish towards auditory passiveness
llr com Fed•
Contributing Writer

Ahhhh, the blues. Throughout my life I've been fascinated
with the roots of American music. I've always been interested
in where things came from, in
order to understand why things
are the way they are. Most kids
from our generation are concerned with the here and now of
music (which, in my opinion, is
a far less interesting time period
than 1940-1982), and could care
less which artists inspired Led
Zeppelin, or who Hendrix used
to play rhythm guitar for, or
how Cream became the world's
first blues rock super group. It's
sad, really. Music is no longer as
organic as it once was. Today, a
large part of music is being produced for the sole purpose of
being marketed to a consumerdriven nation. I prefer the days
before capitalism wrapped its
rancid, greasy fingers tight
around the record industry, before record executives debased
their own sense of integrity to
the same level as hyenas, and
before producers' only real function became to publicize, package, and sell whatever the executives told them to. Music today
has no passion compared to its
roots. Kids who don't care, who
have no passion for music and
no passion in general, might as
well be dead. Actually, they are
dead: rotting zombie corpses.
You know I listen to contemporary music, but how and why we
got here musically is imperative!
Therefore, it is both my honor
and my responsibility to present to you a list of recorded live
performances that I believe have
laid a foundation for everything
since then.

Muddy Waters
Live at Newport 1960

Muddy Waters had a distinctive effect on the blues. In
1958 he went to England. Jazz
and the blues were completely
foreign sounds to Europe at
the time; they were uniquely
American. Needless to say, he
scared the hell out of people
with his radical electric sound.
His performance at Newport
1960 became the first live album
released by an American blues
artist on a major record label
in England. Although its influence can't be measured quantitatively, it should be considered
a main catalyst to an entirely
new dynasty of British musical
experimentation that allowed
things like Cream, Led Zeppelin
and the Rolling Stones to happen. See, when all those classic rock fellows were younger,
they loved the blues before
most limeys even knew what

Photo courtesy of blog.syracuse.com

Buddy Guy

it was, and without a tsunami
of an event like Muddy Waters
touring England for a number
of years, some of the greatest
bands in history may have never
formed. Although many believe
that the Rolling Stones got their
title from the Bob Dylan song,
this is not the case. They actually got their name from a 1950
Muddy Waters song "Rollin'
Stone," also known as "Catfish
Blues," which Hendrix covers
all the time. Hendrix says that
Muddy was the first guitar player he can remember ever hearing. Among many other artists,
Bob Dylan, The Allman Brothers, The Stones, Brian May (of
Queen), The Band, Led Zeppelin, and Cream are all bands that
have covered and re-released
Muddy Waters' songs. "Whole
Lotta' Love," arguably Zeppelin's all-time biggest hit (except
maybe "Stairway"), is a cover
of the Muddy song "You Need
Love." Listen to them back to
back; it's trippy.

sudden drops from loud to soft,
or a sweet melodic lullaby of
a sustained guitar solo - before
he kicks it into screamin' warp
speed with high raspy vocals
that drop off and disappear just
as quickiy as the UFO that landed in your parents front yard last
year and stole your sister and
erased your memory... Trust me,
it happened.* Eric Clapton has

Buddy Guy

admitted that he got his idea for
a blues-rock power trio during
his teenage years while watching Buddy Guy's trio perform
in England in 1965. You must
understand that this album is
primal, elemental, seductive,
violent and frustrated beyond
all limits. And what does that
mean? It means nothing except
this guy had a life, and apparently it was pretty unpleasant,
he wanted revenge on the universe, and he got it every time
he assaulted his instrument.
*Something important to
know about Buddy is how much
of an influence he and Jimi
Hendrix were on each other.
They met at an Electric Flag
gig in 1964, three years before

Live! The Real Deal

Buddy Guy is often credited
as the bridge between the blues
and rock 'n' roll. He mastered
Delta Blues techniques, but
what made him truly unique
and a harbinger of rock was his
fast, aggressive guitar playing,
especially because most traditional blues had a ntuch slower
tempo at the time. Instead of
fighting distortion and feedback,
he used them to his advantage
to create a belligerently hostile
sound with shifts of volume
and texture completely driven
by impulse and desire. Buddy
Guy is a master of tension and
release, and loves extremes:

Hendrix had a solo career. On
Hendrix's early stuff you can
really hear Buddy's influence,
especially Hendrix's crescendos
and cascades. But as the years
wore on and Hendrix started to
explode, Buddy started borrowing from Hendrix, and in the
documentary Festival Express
(1972), Buddy has some live
scenes that not only emulate

anything Clapton ever did.
In 1968, just around the time
Cream was breaking up, there
was a huge void in the British
rock scene that nobody could
fill, except Jimmy Page. Jimmy
Page had been working as a session man since he was 14, playing with everybody who stepped
foot in a studio in London during the 60's. By 1968, he
was a producer with years
of experience and a command of musical structure,
rhythm and dynamism; he
was a versatile, complex and
spontaneous individual. A
sorcerer, a soothsayer, an
indigo child, he makes my
heart melt and my tear ducts
explode. The first two tracks
on this album are the two
tracks I have probably listened to more than any other songs ever, "You Shook
Me" and "I Can't Quit You
Baby," both covers of Muddy Water's songs; Page's
playing is crisp, succinct and
more dead on balls accurate
than NASA technicians. The
best part about Zeppelin is
Photo courtesy ofbradrants.com that the previous statement
can be made about all four
Hendrix's sound, but als,0 his members of the band, because
body language and mannerisms. Led Zeppelin is more than the
The teacher becomes the stu- titan Jimmy Page. John Paul
dent. This dude had a profound Jones (bass) and John Bonham
impact on Hendrix and to the (drums) literally have perfect
trained ear, Buddy's voice come timing; they are the most rothrough Hendrix's amplifier on botic, on-time rhythm duo in
a regular basis.
the history of my opinions,
and no better is this exemplified then this albums version of
"Black Dog." Later in Zeppelin's career, Robert Plant starts
to lose the vocal range that he
had when he was younger. A deLed Zeppelin
cade of non-stop screaming will
BBC Sessions
do that to you. But I honestly
Led Zeppelin is my Favorite. don't think that there is a better
Band. Ever. Because of that, example of his voice than this
I am biased, but that doesn't album, especially "How Many
mean I'm wrong. I think Zep- More Times." This album is impelin plays the blues better than maculate.
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OPiNiON
Prop 19: To legalize or not to legalize
Pass Propostition 19: It will create revenue for CA

ANTHONY GOTT!

In 1920, the manufacture and
sale of alcohol was outlawed in the
United States. Though alcohol was
illegal, people continued to distill
and manufacture alcohol-which
they sold for tremendous profit.
In time, the sale of alcohol proved
to be extremely lucrative. Entrepreneurs quickly began to stake
their claim in a booming market.
Competition between rival businessmen dealing in alcohol led to
racketeering and murder.
The law that was supposed to
curb the ill-effects of alcohol only
made things worse. Gangs and
crime families cashed in on the sale
of alcohol. They were thus enabled
to commit greater crimes and gain
influence - to the point that they
were nigh untouchable.
Though the Eighteenth Amendment cut down on the amount of
alcohol consumption in the U.S.,
society was degraded by more
sinister means. In 1933 prohibition
was repealed by the Twenty-first
Amendment. The experiment to
protect America from the evils of
alcohol had failed. While alcohol
itself can be dangerous, by banning it the United States created
a monster. In the end, when given
the choice between two evils, the
lesser one was chosen.
This November, Proposition 19
is on the voting table. Proposition
19 calls for the legalization of marijuana in California. Currently, the
possession and use of marijuana is
illegal without a prescription from
a doctor. The first time that one is
caught in possession of marijuana,
the punishment can be a sentence
of six months suspended drivers' license, twenty-four hours of
community service, and even six
months of probation.
Repeat offenders can be sen-

tenced to one year in jail. The
legal process is expensive. Millions
of dollars are spent every year to
arrest, try, convict and imprison
cannabis users. That money could
go towards better ends, such as
California's public school system
or improving public transit. It is
ridiculous that prison cells are
wasted on cannabis users. Why
would a government fill its prisons
with people who like to sit around,
smoke and eat Cheetos instead of
murderers and sex offenders?
Instead of spending money
trying to suppress the sale and
consumption of marijuana, the
state could turn the tables on the
drug dealers. Rather than spending money to police the use of
marijuana, we should legalize it
and use the sale of it as a source of
revenue. As the voters' guide cites:
"there is an estimated $15 billion
in illegal cannabis transactions in
California each year."
As with alcohol prohibition in
the 1920s, the sale of marijuana
funds criminal activity which leads
to increased gang violence. Proposition 19 calls for the state to take
control of the sale of marijuana as
a means to cripple criminal activity
throughout the state. Those fifteen
billion dollars in illegal transactions could be taxed by the state if
made legal and regulated, similar
to how alcohol was made legal and
taxed in the nineteen thirties.
For the sake of regulation,
Proposition 19 would make the
recresational use of marijuana
equivalent to the consumption
of alcohol. 21 would be the legal smoking age. Proposition 19
would be yet another way for
California to combat organized
crime. If marijuana is legalized
and fairly priced, drug dealers
would need to find a different
product to sell. The state would
not lose any more money by
forcing smokers through the expensive legal process. The state
would also discover a new source
of revenue. Money from legalized
marijuana sales could be used to
improve California's struggling
public school system.

THOMAS MORGAN

If passed, California Ballot
Proposition 19 will "legalize
marijuana under California - but
not Federal law. Furthermore,
it will permit local governments
to regulate and tax commercial
production, distribution, and sale
of marijuana."
Within the first clause of its
title, Proposition 19 presents the
state of California with a major
problem; namely, it is a state
statute conflicting with federal
law. The supremacy of federal law
is quite simply the cornerstone of
our federal system. States may not
challenge federal law. And yet,
here we are.
But outside of some obscure
legal debate, what real world implications does Proposition l 9's
challenge to U.S. Code present the
people of the state of California?
The Obama Administration
and the United States Department
of Justice have vowed to strictly
and vigorously enforce federal
marijuana laws, should California
pass Proposition 19. Federal law
enforcement agencies, such as the
DEA and FBI, would still enforce
the Controlled Substances Act
and other federal marijuana laws.
And in most instances, federal
marijuana laws are much harsher
than their state counterparts.
Supporters of Proposition 19
argue that federal agents will only
be concerned with large quantities of marijuana, and therefore
recreation users will be safe from
federal scrutiny. This is probably
true. The relatively small number
of federal agents will be hard
pressed to enforce marijuana laws
on any kind of individual level.
A key argument in favor of
legalization is that the growth
and distribution of marijuana

will become a legitimate business: not only removing it from
the criminal underworld, but allowing taxation and regulation.
However, federal enforcement
debunks this argument. As any
commercial production and
distribution operation would be
significant enough to warrant
federal attention, what legitimate
business would risk exposing
itself to severe federal criminal
liability? The answer is none.
Federal enforcement makes it virtually impossible for a legitimate
marijuana "industry" to develop.
Proposition 19 would do little
to change the dangerous, underground, and criminal nature of
marijuana growth and sale.
Ignoring the federal government's ban on marijuana could
also jeopardize California's ability to receive certain types of
federal grants and funding. The
state could also find itself open
to civil liability at the hands of
the federal government.
But looking beyond the federal
prohibition of marijuana, Proposition 19 raises a huge concern
for local and state law enforcement agencies. Proposition 19
does not provide a definition or
standard for driving under the
influence. THC remains in the
blood for as many as thirty days,
making a blood test insufficient
to prove in court of law whether
a person was driving under the
influence of marijuana. Unlike
now, a person could simply claim
they had used marijuana legally
days or even weeks before their
arrest. If Proposition 19 passes,
law enforcement will have a significantly harder time enforcing
and upholding DUI laws.
Despite its fanfare, Proposition 19 is actually a very poorly
thought out. Challenging the
prohibition against marijuana
must be done at all levels of
government. Conflicting state
and federal laws can only fuel
that chaos and confusion. No
clear standard to determine driving while high can only cause a
hazard for us all.

For the last time, violent video games do not cause violence
Violent people are the cause of violence, not graphic video games
bV Jose Alvarez
Staff Writer

or many years, gamers have
been wrongly targeted by
society. Do we live in mom's basement? Not necessarily. Are we antisocial? Far from it. Overweight?
Maybe. We all lived through Jack
Thompson's claims about how
Grand Theft Auto would one day
turn every adolescent into a violent killer. Obama once told us to
put down the Xbox. But now, it's
time to destroy the biggest myth
about video games once and for
all: that video games are the direct
cause of violence.
A recent study by the National
Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke showed that "If
you already have a predisposi-

F

tion toward violence, based on
your home life and genetics, and
are exposing yourself to violent
media , the risk would go up for
being, first, accepting of violent
or aggressive behavior around
you, which be often as devastating
as actually committing the act, or
potentially being more easily provoked" if one excessively played
video games. Even though the
article tried to avoid the question
of whether video games caused
violence, it once again said the
same message: that exposure to
violent media would cause you to
become more aggressive.
In fact, violent video games
were directly responsible for the
creation of the Entertainment
Software and Ratings Board
(ESRB), which reviews games for

their content. Many stores claim
to check ID for purchasing an
Mature (M) rated game, however,
in my experience, this has only
been enforced at Target.
The response from gamers has
always been, "It's not the gameit's the person." How can pressing
the buttons on a controller equal
firing a gun? By this logic, we
should blame pencils for making
spelling mistakes. Violence is a
natural part of life. Playing violent video games has never been
the main factor in actual, physical
violence.
In two cases, the shooters were
subject to bullying, social isolation, and mental health issues.
The mental health issues pushed
them past the point of no return,
and to the point where they car-

ried it out.
What we should do to finally
bury the myth about video games
causing actual violence is not
to do misleading studies to link
video games and violence directly.
There are millions of factors that
could drive someone to commit a
violent act. If anything, we should
care more about the other factors.
Since bullying and mental health
issues were recurring themes in all
the incidents that directly linked
video games to actual violence,
perhaps we should all do our
part to reduce bullying and raise.
awareness of mental health issues.
After all, that was what got the
ball rolling for Columbine and
Virginia Tech. At least with a
video game, that is something you
can turn off and walk away from.

MATTHEW

E.

ZEIDAN

''Don't ask, don't
tell" is a travesty
"Don't ask, don't tell": this is
currently the how the military
(Army, Navy, and Air Force) views
the prospect of homosexuality in
regards to serving in one of these
branches ~

U.S. District Court Judge Virginia A. Phillips "ruled in September that the law and policy are
unconstitutional and issued an
injunction last week that forced the
military to stop enforcing the ban"
according to Adam O' Keefe of the
Washington Post.
The Pentagon has recently stated
that the policy is still in effect; it
will, however, only allow five senior
military officials to discharge an
individual for violating "Don't ask,
don't tell."
What this means is that if they
w.ish to dispose of a person for the
going against the policy, then the
process the military will have to go
through will be much longer.
While not completely alleviating
the "gray areas" that the law brings
about, it certainly does help to take
move things in the right direction.
What is even more interesting
is that beginning on October 19
military recruiters were informed
that they were only allowed to
accept gay applicants who were
open about their sexuality. In other
words, anyone who is gay, bisexual,
or lesbian had to inform the recruiter upon applying to serve in any
branch of the U.S. armed forces.
President Bill Clinton, who was
responsible for initiating the policy
back in 1993, presented "Don't
ask, don't tell" as a way for gays,
lesbians, and bisexuals to serve in
the military safely without others
being able use sexual orientation
against them.
When Bill Clinton instated this
law, his motives for doing so were
well intended and correct; he was
making sure that anyone who loved
their country and wished to serve
would have the freedom to do so
without being forced to reveal their
sexual orientation.
However, it has become clear that
times have changed. This change
should be a wake-up call for our
government. People, regardless of
their orientation, should be able to
serve in the military or armed forces
of this country.
"Don't ask, don't tell" may have
· been a good idea in essence but what
this country truly needs is inclusivity.
The armed forces seek individuals
who have a passion for their country
and are willing to serve. If a person
meets these qualities, there should be
absolutely no question in anyone's
mind that be or she should have the
right to serve.
Taking this into consideration,
what difference should it make if a
person isn't straight? The bottom line
is that if a person wants to serve his
or her country, then he or she should
most certainly have a right to do so
without controversy.
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WSoccer: Gaels faltering in
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Freshmen Jordan Marada had five shots had five shots in the Gaels 2·0 loss
to Pepperdine on Saturday.

Questions? Call x. 42?9 or e-mail: smccollegian@gmail.com

VBall: Senior Lowell breaks school record in blocks
continued from page 8

kills in the third and fourth sets, 15
kills overall.
In the fifth set, the Gaels dug
in deep to overcome the Waves'
momentum. Saint Mary's fought
back from trailing 1-3 and then
again from 3-6 to take the lead
8-7 at the switch. From that point
the Gaels dominated the match.
Sophomore outside hitter Lauren
Corp and Jolly each had four kills
in the set and Shaw notched three.
Shaw said of her late-game
performance: "It was a matter of
needing to step up and wanting to
win so bad."
Saint Mary's extended their win
streak to four games with a win
over LMU on Saturday. Senior
middle blocker Shannon Lowell
broke the school record for career
blocks in the match. In the fourth
set, Lowell recorded her 491st
block, breaking the previous record
held by Stacey O'Conner set 2004.
Lowell recorded a team-high nine
blocks on the night.

"She [Lowell] has worked
very hard. She
epitomizes
what we v:ant
in a player, she
is disciplined,
she is very
highly skilled,
she is mentally tough and
she is a great Shannon Lowell broke the school record of 491 blocks
player. So I am on Saturday.
not surprised
The second set started as the first
she is breaking records, she has
been doing great things for us for with nine ties. With the score tied at
four years," said head coach Rob 12-12, the Gaels took the lead off a
kill by Loos which sparked a 13-4
Browning.
Offensively, freshman middle run for the win, 25-16.
The Lions took the third set 25blocker Natalie Loos led the Gaels
with 12 kills. The trio recorded IO 20 but the Gaels closed them out in
the fourth, 25-19.
kills each.
The Gaels start the second half
The first set was a battle, with
eight ties and six lead changes. of the season, 6-1. "We are in the
With the set tied at 20 all, the Gaels hunt," said Browning. The Gaels
went on a 4-1 run to seal the win travel to face their Northwestern
opponents next week.
25-21.

defeating the Dons in their opener.
Unfortunately for the Gaels,
they were statistically dominated
throughout their match and gave up
goals in both halves in a 2-0 defeat.
Pepperdine's leader in points, Anisa
Guajardo, started off the scoring
with a goal in 26th minute and
Kristill DeGrandmont wrapped up
the scoring with a penalty kick goal
in the 4 7th minute.
Pepperdine led the match in
shots (16-15), corner kicks (5-4),
and saves (10-5), while Saint Mary's
committed more fouls (10-5) and
more offsides infractions (3-0).
Freshman forward Briana Campos
was the bright spot for the Gaels
as she hoisted five shots, four of

which were on frame. The shutout
marked the sixth on the season, after only one last season, which was
Edwards' first season at the helm.
The Gaels have had a streaky
year, as they began 6-0-0, followed
by a monthlong winless streak
that left them at 6-3-3 entering
league play. To begin WCC play,
they defeated San Francisco, but
have now followed the victory
with four defeats at the hands of
league rivals. Currently, the Gaels
record stands at 7-7-3 and 1-4-0 in
conference.
Next weekend, the Gaels continue their road stretch of conference play by traveling to face
Gonzaga on Halloween.

Need a Tutor?
Get one free at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center
Filippi Academic Hall, Room 190
Want to work as a Tutor?
Get a job at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center.

Email - irpl@stmarys-ca.edu

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Shannon Lowe I I
Voll_
eyball
The Collegian is actively seeking interested sports fans for writing and photography! Harness your passion for Gaels athelics
and join The Collegian sports team today!

We are currently looking for a Sports Editor and
Assistant Sports Editor

Senior middle blocker Shannon Lowell
broke a Saint Mary's
record of 491 blocks
in a career on Saturday in a four set win
over LMU. She had
nine blocks in the
game.

Meetings on Monday,
6 p.m. in Dante 120

SPORTS THIS
WEEK

Volleyball:
- Thurs. !a Gonzaga
- Sat. ra Portland

MSoccer:
- Fri. v. Gonzaga. 3:00 p.m.
- Sun v. Portland, 1:00 p.m.

Women's Soccer:
- Sun. •a Gonzaga

XCountry:
- Sat. ra WCC Championships

MTennis:
- Fri. - Sun., Gael Classic
WRowing:
- Sat. !a Head of the America, Rancho
Cordova. CA

GO
GAELS!
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Women's
soccer winless
in SoCal

Go Gaels!

Gaels shine in the spotlight
Saint Mary's wins televised matchup against Pepperdine, beat LMU in four

Gaels fall to both
Pepperdine and LMU
on the road
by OJ Bowen
Staff W r iter

The Saint Mary's women's soccer team made the season's first
West Coast Conference road trip
this weekend and came up empty
handed by losing to both Loyola
Marymount and Pepperdine in
shutout fashion.
In Friday's action, the Gaels
followed their recent formula of
playing an opponent evenly for the
first half, and out-playing them for
portions of the game, but surrendering a late goal in a loss. This version
of the script was written as 1-0 defeat
at the hands of Loyola Marymount.
Head coach Kai Edwards summarized the Gaels' play by stating,
"We played well for the most part,
but we had a momentary lapse and
they made us pay." That moment of
poor play came in the 59th minute
when Tawni Martino of the Lions
got behind the defense following a
long pass down the middle and she
beat goalkeeper Sarah Peters for
her team-leading seventh goal of
the season. In addition, she leads
Loyola Marymount with 17 points
on the season.
The statistics showed a lopsided match for the most part, as
the Loyola Marymount dominated
shots taken 15-8 and shots on goal
7-2. Following the loss, the Gaels
have now gone without a win since.
1999 in Los Angeles against the
Lions.
Entering Sunday's action, both
Pepperdine and Saint Mary's were
not playing their best soccer of the
season. Pepperdine tied San Francisco at home, despite the fact the
Dons had lost ten straight matches
and were inhabiting their typical
cellar position of the wee. In addition, the Gaels had lost their previous three conference matches after
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The Saint Mary's volleyball team stands ready in their matchup against Pepperdine on Wednesday.

Staff Writer

Saint Mary"s women's volleyball put on a show for their first
nationally televised game. The
#29 Gaels ended #35 Pepperdine's
seven game win streak in a fiveset win on Thursday, October 21
which was televised on ESPNU.
The Gaels surfed past the Waves
and easily defeated Loyola Marymount University on Saturday,
October 23 . The Gaels still trail
#19 USD in the WCC polls, but

are now tied with Pepperdine and
have one game lead over LMU.
"Tonight was a great step for us,"
Freshman Jordan Shaw said about
the national television coverage. " It
was awesome to get the recogllition
and we are excited to get to show
that off. "
In Thursday's match-up, the
Gaels came out strong against a
nervous Pepperdine and easily took
the first two sets, 25-19 and 25-19.
Pepperdine recorded 20 errors
in the first two sets. Sophomore
middle blocker Gabby Jolly led the
Gaels with 10 kills in the first two

sets and 16 overall.
In the first set, Saint Mary's built
a 12-4 lead before the Waves cut it
to 14-10. The Gaels responded with
a run, extending the lead to 19-10.
Pepperdine could not overcome
their early deficit and the Gaels took
the first set 25-19.
The second set opened with
a battle for the lead. The teams
traded points, neither extending
the lead past one point. Finally,
the Gaels took a 16-14 lead out of
a Pepperdine time out following
a kill by Jolly. That kill sparked
a SMC run which ended with a

25-19 victory.
Pepperdine returned from the
break a new team and proved
to be a challenge for the Gaels
in the next two sets. The Waves
took both 25-1 7 and 25-19. The
Waves' junior Lilla Frederick
proved a challenge for the Gaels
defense ; she notched eight kills
in the fourth set alone and led all
players with 20 kills on the night.
The Gaels were not without an
offensive threat, freshman outside
hitter Jordan Shaw recorded seven
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Saint Mary's Rowing places second at Head of the Charles
Gaels finish .04 seconds behind first place Lincoln Park Boat Club in Boston race
bv Jacqueline Lintner
Contributing Writer

On Saturday, October 23, the
Saint Mary's Women's Rowing
boats competed in the largest
regatta in the world, the Head
of the Charles in Boston, MA.
The Varsity four boat, with senior
Marrah Glavin coxing, freshman
Haley Adams in the stroke seat,
sophomore Dana Cook in three
seat, senior Michelle Burns in
two seat, and senior Jordan
Bonadino in bow, placed 2nd in
the Club Women's four event.
The team came in a mere .04
seconds behind first place boat
from Lincoln Park Boat Club.
"The race was really fun,"
adds sophomore Dana Cook,

who was recruited from her High
School rowing team in Canada.
"We kept passing other boats
during the entire race, which was
a huge confidence booster, and
a motivation to keep going our
hardest until the end."
Other teams in this event included Boston College, Sydney
rowing Club, Tufts University,
and many other strong competitors. The race stretched 3 miles in
cold and windy conditions, and
despite the challenging course,
the Gaels managed to stay focused through the end. The team
has been preparing for this race
since the beginning of school,
with two practices a day, sometimes getting up at the break of
dawn to hit the water before class.
"We trained really hard," says

freshman recruit Hailey
Adams. "We were prepared to go hard, and the
boat felt really strong and
connected. We worked as
one unit, and gave our
very best."
"It was a close race"
says Marrah Galvin .
"We were head to head
with Minneapolis Rowing Club as we sprinted
through the finish line,
and we ended up beating
them by two fifths of a
second."
The Gaels next race
will be on October 30th,
when they will participate in the Head of the
Max Crowell/THE COLLEGIAN
American at Rancho The Saint Mary's Varsity Four Boat finished second at the Head of the Charles in
Cordova, CA.
Boston, MA on Saturday.

